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Abstract：A fast hybrid algorithm based on gridless method coupled with finite volume method (FVM) is de-
veloped for the solution to Euler equations. Compared with pure gridless method, the efficiency of the hybrid 
algorithm is improved to the level of finite volume method for most parts of the flow filed are covered with grid 
cells. Moreover, the hybrid method is flexible to deal with the configurations as clouds of points are used to 
cover the region adjacent to the bodies. Mirror satellites and mirror grid cells are introduced to the interface to 
accomplish data communication between the different parts of the flow field. The Euler Equations are spatially 
discretized with finite volume method and gridless method in mesh and clouds of points respectively, and an  
explicit four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme is utilized to reach the steady-state solution. Internal flows in channels 
and external flows over airfoils are investigated with hybrid method, and the solutions are compared to those 
using pure finite volume method and pure gridless method. Numerical examples show that the hybrid algorithm 
captures the shock waves accurately, and it is as efficient as finite volume method. 
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求解 Euler方程的无网格与有限体积混合算法研究. 马志华, 陈红全, 吴晓军. 中国航空学报(英文版), 
2006, 19(4): 286-294. 
摘  要：研究了无网格方法与有限体积法相结合的、求解 Euler 方程的混合算法。与单一的无网
格方法相比较，由于在大部分计算区域采用了有限体积法，使得发展的算法在运算效率上能与
有限体积法相当；同时在物体附近嵌入了无网格区，使得在处理几何外形上更具灵活性。有关
算法涉及的无网格与网格区域搭接处理，通过在交界面处引入辅助卫星点和网格单元构成边界
信息，实现了区域间的流动信息传递。Euler 方程的空间导数分别在两区域用有限体积法和无网
格法离散近似，时间方向都采用四步显式 Runge-Kutta 格式推进求解，数值模拟了喷管内流和绕
翼型外流，并分别与整体有限体积法和整体无网格方法进行了比较。算例展示出，提出的混合
算法能有效捕捉激波间断，且两区域等值线过渡光滑，算法效率如预期与有限体积法相当，表
明该方法是可行的。  
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Gridless algorithms, which only make use of 
clouds of points and do not require the points be 
connected to form a grid, have become one of the 
hottest research areas in computational mechanics. 
This new kind of numerical method provides an-
other choice to solve partial differential equations in 
addition to mesh methods, and they have been used 
in simulating internal and external fluid flows[1-6]. 
However, an obvious difficulty with gridless ap-
proaches is the low efficiency, because matrix form 
linear equations have to be solved for each cloud of 
points to evaluate the spatial derivatives. 
Batina[1] firstly proposed a gridless method us-
ing a least-square curve fit to solve Euler and Na-
vier-Stokes Equations for complex-aircraft applica-
tions. In his work, QR-decomposition is imple-
mented to solve the matrix form equations to esti-
mate the spatial derivatives. However, he pointed 
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out that such kind of method is not faster on a per 
point basis comparison with advanced methods de-
veloped for structured or unstructured grids. There-
fore, researchers make effort to improve the effi-
ciency of the gridless algorithm, and one of the effi-
cient methods is the implicit scheme, in which Roe’s 
approximate Riemann solver is adopted for the es- 
timation of the inviscid flux, and the linear system 
of a backward Euler temporal discretization is 
solved using LU-SGS method. This method is de-
veloped for the solution of compressible Na-
vier-Stokes equations (Morinishi[2]) , and it has been 
extended to solve complex flows over multi-objects 
(Chen[3]). The implicit gridless algorithms make use 
of large allowable time step to decrease the time 
needed to reach a steady-state solution，thus the 
efficiency of this method is greatly improved com-
pared to Batina’s explicit method. 
In this paper, gridless method[5, 6] is coupled 
with finite volume method[7, 8] to develop a new fast 
hybrid algorithm for the solution to the Euler Equa-
tions. The flow field is decomposed into two differ-
ent kinds of sub-domains with grid cells and clouds 
of points, and mirror satellites and mirror grid cells 
are introduced to the interface to accomplish the 
data communication between the two different parts 
of the flow field. The spatial derivatives of govern-
ing equations are approximated by finite volume 
and weighted least square curve fit in grid and 
clouds of points respectively, and an explicit 
four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme is utilized to reach 
the steady-state solution. The hybrid algorithm is 
compared to pure finite volume method and pure 
gridless method in simulating internal flows in 
channels and external flows over airfoils. Numerical 
examples show that hybrid algorithm captures shock 
waves accurately, and it is as efficient as finite vol-
ume method. 
1  Governing Equations 
In two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, the conservative differential form of the Euler 
Equation is given by 
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where W is the vector of conserved variables; F and 
G are the flux vectors; ρ, p and e are the density, 
pressure and total energy per unit volume; u and v 
are the Cartesian components of the velocity vector. 
For a perfect gas, the total energy per unit volume is 
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and γ is the ratio of specific heats, for air γ=1.4. 
2 Domain Decomposition and Spatial 
Discretization 
In this study, the entire flow domain is decom-
posed into two types of sub-domains, one is discre-
tized by arbitrary grid cells (triangles or quadrilater-
als) and the other is covered by clouds of points as 
shown in Fig.1. And between the grid cells and 
clouds of points is the interface that separates the 
two parts. In order to solve for the flow field, a 
cell-centered finite volume scheme[7] and weighted 
least square gridless scheme[5, 6] are performed in 
the sub-domain of grid cells and in the sub-domain 
of clouds of points respectively, and these two nu-
merical schemes are described in the following sec-
tions. In addition, the interface ought to be handled 
with carefulness to guarantee the accuracy and sta-
bility of the numerical scheme.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1  Finite volume approach 
In the flow domain Ω of which S is the bound-
 
Fig.1  Grids and clouds of points covering the domain 
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ary, the differential Eq.(1) can be written into inte-
gral form： 
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And the integral equations are applied to each 
mesh cell, whose volume is supposed to be constant 
with respect to time, so Eq.(4) can be written as 
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Performing the spatial discretization of Eq.(5) 
before the temporal discretization leads to a large 
set of ordinary differential equations with respect to 
time 
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where Ωk is the volume of the kth cell and Wk is the 
vector of conserved variable. Qk is a discrete ap-
proximation of the flux integral and is given by 
∑
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In order to eliminate the errors and oscillations 
and to stabilize the computation, artificial dissipa-
tive terms are added to the right-hand side of Eq. 
(6)， 
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where dissipation function Dk  is constructed as a 
blending of second and fourth differences of the 
conserved variables Wk for the kth cell, and the de-
tails can be found in Ref.[7]. 
2.2  Weighted least square gridless approach 
The first order derivatives of any function f at a 
point i can be evaluated with the following linear 
combination forms in the cloud of point C(i): 
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The sum is obtained over all member points of 
C(i) including the center i (Fig.1). The coefficients 
aik and bik are obtained using weighted least-square 
curve fit[2-4], and they have the following proper-
ties： 
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The weight function used in this study is given 
by 
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where rk is the relative distance from a satellite to 
center point and defined as 
 22 )()( ikikk yyxxr −+−=  (12) 
and ri is a reference radius determined for each point 
i. In the present work, the reference radius is chosen 
as the distance to the nearest satellite. 
The inviscid flux terms in Eq.(1) can be evalu-
ated as 
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and Eq.(1) can be written as 
 iit
QW −=
d
d  (14) 
For this numerical scheme belongs to center 
difference methods, to make the computation stable, 
artificial dissipative terms are also added to the 
right-hand side of Eq.(14) which, for cloud i, be-
comes 
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d
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and the detailed description of the construction of 
dissipative term Di can be found in Refs.[5, 6]. 
2.3  Treatment of the interface 
At the interface between the mesh and clouds 
of points, in order to compute the flux and dissipa-
tive terms, the flow information in the opposite 
sub-domain is also needed besides the information 
in the sub-domain which the control unit belongs to, 
and this requires the flow information be exchanged 
between different parts of the flow domain. In order 
to accomplish the data communication between dif-
ferent parts of the flow field, special attention ought 
to be paid to the vicinity of the interface: for a cloud 
of point whose center lies on the interface, mirror 
satellites that fall into the part of grid cells should 
be introduced into the cloud; and for a cell whose 
edge belongs to the interface, a corresponding mir-
ror cell at the opposite side of the interface should 
be generated (Fig.1). The data communication be-
tween the grids and clouds of points is implemented 
≤
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by the mirror cells and mirror satellites. 
Before computing the flux and dissipation, the 
conserved variables at mirror satellites and grids 
should be evaluated. In the present work, the con-
served variables of the mirror cells are obtained by 
the following strategy： 
      ),,1(),( nig iik "== rWW         (16) 
where Wk is the vector of the conserved variable of 
the kth mirror cell, Wi(i=1,⋯,n) is the vector of 
conserved variable of the related point and 
ri(i=1, ⋯,n) is the distance to the related gridless 
point, and g is an interpolation function. And for the 
mirror satellites, the conserved variables are gained 
using the following strategy: 
),,1(),( mkΩf kki "== WW  (17) 
where Wi is the vector of conserved variable of the 
ith mirror satellite, Ωk(k=1,⋯,m) and Wk(k=1,⋯,m) 
are the volume and vector of conserved variable of 
the related grid cell, and f is an interpolation func-
tion. 
Moreover, for a cloud of point at the interface, 
to promise the accuracy and stability of the method, 
the value of the weight function of a mirror satellite 
k is defined as 
 1~ =ikw  (18) 
and for other satellites, the weight functions are the 
same to Eq.(11). 
3  Temporal Discretization 
Both Eq.(8) and Eq.(15) can be written as 
 kkt
RW =
d
d  (19) 
where Rk represents the residual error at the kth con-
trol unit and is defined as 
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The steady-state solution is reached by integra-
tion in time of the large system of ordinary differen-
tial equations. And in this paper, an explicit 
four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme with local time step 
and residual averaging[7, 8] is used， 
nWW =(0)  
1)()0()( -m
m
m tRWW ∆+= α  
)4(1 WW =+n                         (21) 
where m=1,2,3,4 and superscript n denotes the in-
dex of the current time level, and n+1 is the new 
time level.  
4  Numerical Examples 
To investigate the validation of the proposed 
hybrid algorithm, internal flow in a channel is firstly 
tested, and then the method is extended to the ex-
ternal flows over NACA0012 and RAE2822 airfoils 
with solutions compared to those using pure finite 
volume method and pure gridless method. 
4.1  Channel with circular bump 
The flow in channel with a 4% circular bump 
is the first test case in this paper, and the geometry 
of the channel can be found in Ref.[9]. As is shown 
in Fig.2, the flow field is divided into two equal 
parts, the left part is discretized by 3 700 quadrilat-
eral grid cells (excluding the mirror cells), and the 
right part is covered with 3 750 gridless points (ex-
cluding the mirror satellites). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2  Mesh and clouds of points for channel 
The flow condition is a free stream with Mach 
number Ma=1.4, Fig.3 (a) and (b) present the results 
obtained from finite volume and gridless methods. It 
is clearly shown in the Mach contours that a strong 
shock wave forms in the front of the circular bump 
at the lower wall, and then the shock is reflected by 
the upper wall. Right after the bump, another shock 
wave also forms and it crosses the one reflected by 
the upper wall, and then the reflected shock is re-
flected by the lower wall once more. And finally, 
two strong shock waves combine with each other. 
Fig.3 (c) represents the solution using hybrid 
algorithm, and the shock waves are clearly shown in 
the Mach contours. And the solution agrees well 
with those using finite volume and gridless methods 
when compared to Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3 (b). 
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Fig.3  Mach contours for flow in the channel 
4.2  NACA0012 airfoil 
Fig.4 gives a partial view of the grid cells and 
clouds of points which cover the flow field of 
NACA0012 airfoil, and 290 nodes are used to rep-
resent the airfoil body. Close to the airfoil, 2602 
clouds of points cover the gridless sub-domain, and 
4985 triangle grid cells cover another sub-domain 
which circles around the gridless region, and the 
interface of these two regions is represented by the 
darkened curve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4  Partial view of the mesh and clouds of points for 
NACA0012 airfoil 
Two cases with Ma=0.8 and angle of attack, 
α=0º and α=1.25º are tested for this airfoil with finite 
volume, grildless and hybrid methods. Fig.5 and 
Fig.6 give the solutions for these two cases, the up- 
per parts of Fig.5 and Fig.6 are the pressure coeffi-
cient around the airfoil, and the lower parts present 
the convergence history of the residual error which 
is defined as L2 norms of the density. In the figure of 
pressure coefficient, the delta symbol, circle symbol 
and solid line are used to represent the solutions 
using gridless, finite volume and hybrid methods 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5  Comparisons of pressure coefficient and convergence 
history for NACA0012 airfoil (Ma =0.8, α =0º) 
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respectively. And in the figure of residual conver-
gence history, the delta symbol, dashed line and 
solid line represent the solutions using gridless, fi-
nite volume and hybrid methods respectively. 
Compare the pressure coefficients around the 
airfoil obtained by different methods, it is clearly 
shown that the solutions agree well with each other. 
And it is also clear that the convergence rate of hy-
brid method is almost the same to that of finite 
volume method, and is much faster than that of grid-
less method. As for the case of zero angle of attack, 
finite volume method and hybrid method reach the 
convergence state after about 1 800 iterations, while 
the gridless method does not converge even after   
6 000 iterations. For the case of α=1.25º, the gridless 
method still does not converge after 6 000 iterations, 
but finite volume and hybrid methods converge after 
only about 2 300 iterations. For this same test case 
of nonzero angle of attack, it also takes the implicit 
method in Ref.[2] about 2 300 iterations to reach the 
convergence state. And from this point of view, the 
hybrid algorithm is as fast as the implicit gridless 
method proposed by Morinishi[2]. 
4.3  RAE2822 airfoil 
Fig.7 provides a partial view of the mesh and 
clouds of points distributed around RAE2822 airfoil. 
The airfoil body is discretized with 335 points, 
andthe darkened curve is the interface of different re 
gions. There are 3 060 clouds of points (excluding 
mirror satellites) and 4 943 triangle grid cells (ex-
cluding mirror cells) in the whole flow field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7  Partial view of the mesh and clouds of points for 
RAE2822 airfoil 
In the upper part of Fig.8 which gives out the 
pressure coefficients around the airfoil, it is clearly 
shown that the solutions using different methods 
agree with each other mostly. The shock wave given  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6  Comparisons of pressure coefficient and convergence 
history for NACA0012 airfoil (Ma=0.8, α=1.25º) 
 
 
Fig.8  Comparisons of pressure coefficient and conver gence 
history for RAE2822 airfoil (Ma=0.725, α=2.55o) 
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by hybrid method is slightly weaker than that given 
by finite volume method, because the gridless algo-
rithm is applied in the region of clouds of points 
distributed closely to the airfoil. When hybrid 
method is compared with gridless method, it is 
clearly shown that these two methods give almost 
the same solution. 
The lower part of Fig.8 represents the conver-
gence history of residual error. Once again, it is 
shown that the convergence rate of hybrid method is 
faster than that of gridless method and is almost the 
same to that of finite volume method; it takes hybrid 
method and finite volume method about 4 000 itera-
tions to converge, while even after 7 000 iterations, 
the gridless method does not reach the convergence 
state. 
4.4  Two staggered NACA0012 airfoils 
This test case is transonic flow over two stag-
gered NACA0012 airfoils with condition Ma=0.8 
and α=1.25º. One simple method to decompose the 
domain for this problem is to cover both of the two 
airfoils with a large block of clouds. However, a too 
large block will increase the computation work as 
too many clouds of points are utilized. Another 
method to divide the domain is to cover the two 
airfoils with two proper blocks of clouds, respec-
tively. This way does not increase too much com-
putation work for fewer clouds are utilized, so it is 
adopted  in the present work. Fig.9 shows the mesh 
cells and clouds of points around the two staggered air- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9  Partial view of the mesh and clouds of points for 
staggered airfoils 
foils, and there are 6 554 grid cells and 5 935 grid- 
less points in the flow field. 
Fig.10 presents the Mach contours of the flow 
domains, and the complicated shock waves indi-
cated in this figure are similar to the results pro-
vided in Ref.[6]. From the pressure coefficients pre-
sented in Fig.11 (upper part), it is clearly shown that the  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.10  Mach contours (Ma=0.8, α=1.25º) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.11  Comparisons of pressure coefficient and convergence 
history for staggered airfoils (Ma=0.8, α=1.25º)
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solutions obtained from three different methods 
agree well with each other. The residual conver-
gence rate of hybrid method is as fast as that of fi-
nite volume method, and it is much faster than that 
of gridless method as shown in Fig.11 (lower part). 
4.5  Channel with airfoil bump 
Previous test cases have shown the satisfying 
efficiency of the hybrid method. To further investi-
gate its flexibility in dealing with geometric con-
figuration, another example of transonic flow in a 
channel with a NACA0020 airfoil bump is pre- 
sented here.  
Fig.12(upper part) provides the full view of the 
Cartesian mesh used to discretize the flow field of 
the channel. Close to the body of the bump, mesh 
cells are generated through a projection technique[10] 
as shown in Fig.12(lower part).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.12  Full and partial views of the mesh for the channel 
with airfoil bump 
Hybrid method is also utilized to discretize the 
flow field of the channel. Fig.13 presents the full  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.13  Full and partial views of the mesh and clouds of-
points for the channel with airfoil bump 
and partial views of the mesh and clouds of points 
for the channel. Compare Fig.12 with Fig.13, it is 
not difficult to find that the hybrid method has more 
freedom to distribute points in the regions adjacent 
to the body, and it is more flexible than the projec-
tion technique on this point of view. 
The flow with condition Ma=0.72 is simulated, 
finite volume method is applied to the Cartesian 
mesh exhibited in Fig.12, and hybrid method is ap-
plied to the control units shown in Fig.13. The   
pressure coefficient on the bump is illustrated in Fig. 
14, the upper part provides the full view and the 
lower one gives a close view. Although the solutions 
from these two methods agree with each other 
mostly, it is easy to find that the finite volume solu-
tion has spurious oscillations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The topology of the mesh cells adjacent to the 
bump generated by projection method is constrained 
by the Cartesian grid, so it is difficult to guarantee 
the smoothnesses of these cells. Therefore, the    
shape and volume of some cells are greatly different 
 
 
Fig.14  Full and close views of the comparison of pressure 
coefficients on airfoil bump (Ma=0.72) 
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from their neighbor cells, and that oscillates the so-
lution. However, this kind of case is successfully 
eliminated by the hybrid method, and so the hybrid 
method offers a more smooth and physical solution. 
5  Conclusions 
A gridless-finite volume hybrid algorithm has 
been formulated for the solution of inviscid com-
pressible flows, and the hybrid algorithm is not only 
as efficient as finite volume method, but also owns 
the flexibility of gridless method to deal with the 
configurations. Both grid cells and clouds of points 
are used to decompose the flow field, and the com-
munication between the two sub-domains is accom-
plished by introducing mirror satellites and cells at 
the interface. Numerical examples show the effi-
ciency and accuracy of the hybrid method, and this 
provides the potential of the new method to be ap-
plied to more complex flows. 
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